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Student Retention Rate Fares
Much Better At Wooster
BY GABTH KATNER
At a time when, college freshman .
enrollment is down nationwide,
many colleges and universities
have begun to concentrate their
efforts in retaining students al-
ready enrolled. Although this
doesn't seem to be a problem at
Wooster, increasing student reten-
tion has become an important goal
for the College's administrators.
According to Dr. Samuel Barnett,
Dean of Admissions, the retention
rate at the College "is good, but
that doesn't mean that it's good
enough!"
The retention rate for Fall Quart-e- r,
1982 was 95. In other words,
95 of those students enrolled last
spring (except seniors), returned
this fall (except freshmen). The
national average was only 4S.
Dean Barnett cites financial
problems, family concerns and
"changing expectations" as the
major reasons of leaving the Col-
lege. He adds that only a small
percentage of students leave be-
cause of disciplinary or academic
reasons. Furthermore, Barnett be-
lieves that although most students
leave before their junior year, a
Orehovee
Of New Financial Aid
BT JOHN MOORE
AND JULIE KLEIN
There might as well be a Depart-
ment of Defense at The College of
Wooster. Considering that the Pen-
tagon influences even the small
lives of ordinary students in amaz-
ingly diverse and subtle ways, it
seems strange that they would
limit their official presence to
Washington. Now we have a whole
chain of branch offices at colleges
and universities throughout the
country.
The current issue is the House-Sena- te
Conference Committee re-
port about military selective serv-
ice that denies financial aid to
students who fail to register for the
draft On Friday, Oct 22, the Woo-
ster Student Christian Movement
(SCM) met in: Westminster Church
House for a isimple meal and to
hear Financial Aid Director Paul
Orehovee speak on the effects this
bill might hare on Wooster and
Wooster students.
Orehovee expressed his disagree-men- t
with the new law- - on the
grounds that it amounted to an
Infringement by the Defense De-
partment on Education.
The law in effect requires, finan-
cial aid officers to enforce defense
policies at the expense of students.
This law that so strongly affects
our financial aid is not even an
education bill instead, it is part of a
defense ?nT -- : -- .
Doing the paperwork for the De-
fense Department is not the co-
llege's business. Orehovee com-
plained "that's not my job. I don't
work for the Department of De
fear of Junior and Senior LS. actu-
ally has little to do with why
students leave.
Vivian Holiday, Dean of Faculty,
states that there is a wide variety
of reasons that students give for
leaving. However she does think
that motivation may be a major
underlying factor. Students who
come from highly structured aca-
demic situations during high school
may lack the self-motivati- on re-
quired to "succeed at Wooster.
While students who are used to
more freedom and academic re-
sponsibility may have relatively
fewer problems in providing them-
selves with the necessary motiva-
tion.
In addition. Dean Holiday be-
lieves that a very general appre-
hension of Junior and Senior LS.
may contribute to many a student's
decision to leave. During their
freshman and sophomore years,
almost every student sees the ef-
fects of LS. on the juniors and
especially the Seniors. Although
"LS. Time" isn't always a time of
crises and turmoil, many come to
believe that it is. This, combined
Discusses
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fense." Nevertheless, it is now up
to financial aid officials and the
Secretary of Education to put the
defense law into effect. Should they
require all male aid applicants to
present their letters of confirma
tion as proof that they have regis
tered? Although this would proba- -
biy be the strictest enforcement of
the new rule, it could seriously
complicate the already confusing
financial aid application process.
Most young men probably do not
find the confirmation letter impor
tant enough to keep on hand like a
draft card; the letters usually take
three to four months to arrive and
sometimes they do not arrive at alL
Orehovee favored a more simple
solution of having a box on the
Financial Aid Form where an ap
plicant could check "yes" or "no"
to the question of whether he had
registered. Although it depends on
the student's honesty, this idea is
not unprecedented. Many other sen-
sitive questions are asked in the
same way in the FAF, and it would
require a minimum of red tape.
The law is disquieting for other
important reasons. Orehovee called
it discriminatory against men, be-
cause only they must register;
against college students, because
only they apply for financial aid;
and above all against the poor
because they cannot attend college
without aid.
The problem with this law has
little to do with registration or the
draft Even those in favor of regis-
tration should oppose the discrimi-
natory and coercive tactics the
Department of Defense has used to
with the overall lack of preparation
that one gets before LS., helps to
steer students towards leaving.
This obstacle to increasing stu-
dent retention has begun to be
solved, says Dean Holiday. : The
new semester system for next year
will give more time to the faculty
for preparing students for LS. Also,
courses are being sought which
offer to fill thegreat void" be-
tween Freshman Studies and Jun-
ior LS.
On a more campuswide scale.
President --Copeland has asked Vice
President of Academic Affairs Dr.
Donald Harward to chair a Reten-
tion task force to specifically study
the reasons why students leave and
the possibilities for increasing re-
tention. The goal of this task force
is to examine what the students are
looking for in the way of life here
at Wooster and what the College
thinks is appropriate for them.
Without lowering Woosters stan-
dards, the task force will hopefully
then be able to offer some sugges-
tions on improving existing pro-
grams and incorporating special
student interests into new ones.
Problems
Law
enforce its policy. It is too easy to
bow to such pressure, to cooperate
without thinking of the implications
this law has for academic integrity
and privacy. As the Defense De-
partment advertisement to last
week's Voiee stated. "Nothing
could be easier." But this discrimi-
natory and excessive regulation
demands that we eaU on our own
integrity to resist bureaucratic in-
timidation.
Debate Team
Qualifies For
Semi-fina- ls
: Debating the proposition "Re-
solved: That the United States
should not Intervene into the inter-
nal affairs of any nation or nations
in the Western Hemisphere, "The
College of Wooster debate team of
Mark Belasic and Scot Piepho qual-
ified for the semi-fina- ls at the
Wayne State Debate Tourney last
weekend.
Belasic and Piepho, led by Coach
Phyllis Hershmann, defeated teams
from Michigan, Ohio, Illinois and
Massachusetts to advance to the
semi-final- s.
In addition to winning the team
award, Belasic was named second
speaker in the tournament The
team , had a preliminary record of
six wins and two losses.
Tomorrow, the debate team win
travel to the University of North
Carolina to meet competition from
California, Arizona, Florida, Ala-
bama, Kentucky, Massachusetts
and Connecticut -
1S3
Alcohol Program Seeks
To Educate Campus
BY ANGELA A. ADAMS
A large percentage of Wooster
students seem to be well aware of
the pleasurable qualities of alcohol,
though they may not necessarily be
informed as to the dangers inherent
in alcohol consumption. According-
ly, a group of 12 women who share
this basic assumption joined togeth-
er last spring to establish a block
bousing program, focusing on the
serious aspect of alcohol aware-
ness.
As the first program of its kind to
be organised by students, the wom-
en of this group, according to
representative Sarah Miller,
..are not just trying to toeus on
people with a drinking problem, but
on what alcohol does."
Stressing the group's independ-
ence from a concurrent effort by
the Dean's Office to inform stu
dents as to the hazards of drinking.
Miller explains that her organisa
tion represents a separate entity.
"We want to be an intermediary
between the right sources and peo
ple with problems," she states,
refering to the block's efforts to
ward a cooperation won Dotn tne
College administration and outside
professional groups as potential
sources for student assistance. .
- The Alcohol Awareness block
wfahaa in nmvMa hnfh thit entire
campus with information and activ
ities demonstrating tne danger or
Sexual Assault Occurs
On Campus Says Yund
College officials yesterday re
leased, to the public information
confirming earlier rumors that a
sexual assault took place on cam-
pus at the beginning of this month.
Security Chief can yum sain
that a College woman was assault-
ed on either Thurs., Oct 7 or Sat,
Oct S adjacent to the Hard Memo-
rial Tennis Courts, located south of
BissmanHaH.
Yund said that he learned of the
incident "through a third party" at
a later date because the victim was
hesitant to report the incident to
authorities.
The incident was then relayed to
ttbe Wooster Police Department at
which time the victim --was lnter--
hriewed.
The woman's name was not re
leased to the press. - -
Council Decision Questioned
At Meetings, Lowry Pit Stop
BY DANIEL J. SIKOSSZI
Last Wednesday. Campus Council
made its now-histor- ic decision to
dissolve itself. The question most
raised at a Pit Stop in Lowry
Centery last Tuesday was "Why?"
According to one of the students
who supported the measure, the
move was designed to give the
students a greater say in the poli
NUUBEH14
alcohol abuse; as well as to work
with individuals who have personal
questions or problems concerning
alcoboL Scheduled activities for
winter and spring quarters include
a breathalizer demonstration at
Ichabod's, and a series of speakers,
movies and discussions on alcohol-relate- d
topics.
The group believes that many
students are curious about alcohol
and often harbor unanswered ques-
tions on the subject Promising
confidential advice and conversa-
tion to any student with any such ,
questions or concerns, residents of
the Alcohol Awareness block wel-
come student contact via campus
mail, the telephone or in person.
The group's representatives this
quarter are Miller, Sharon Gustaf-so- n.
Sue Wagner, and Liz Mont-
gomery. Students are also encour-
aged td attend organizational
meetings held on Mondays at 7
to make suggestions or just to&m.id out about theblock Itself.
"We are not a group of counse-
lors," Miller emphasises; rather,
the group's central aim is to incite
a more thoughtful attitude toward
alcohol consumption among the stu-
dent body. In conclusion. Miller
asserts. The administration may
or not be .saying 'Dont drink. '
We're saying we want people to do
It with a bit of knowledge."
According to Yund, the woman
"was walking alone about midnight
near the (Hard) tennis court when
the assault happened."
Although Yund said that no sus-
pects exist in the case at present
he confirmed that authorities "are
working oa a physical description
at this point"
It is not known ' whether the
bssauant was a College student or a
townsperson.
Yund warned women to avoid
walking alone on campus at night
"Security is always available to
transport females to their dorms."
Additionally, he asks that stu-
dents "report suspicious activities
to Security," and suggests that
women who may be assaulted "go
to Hygeia as you are, without fafl?'
cy-maki- ng process. Many of the
Campus Council members feel inef-
fective, and they felt that the Cam-
pus Council had become little more
than a rubber stamp for the Admin-
istration. Thus, at the Pit Stop,
they presented a proposal for an
alternative with three SGA mem- -
Continued an Pag 12
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McCarthyite vs.
Communist
How' blind we are to truth when it does not serve our own
philosophical bent
Mistaking son for father, son was labeled a Communist in an
article that appeared in this newspaper noncomitant with the Second
Wooster Peace Symposium (Oct 1, p.2). For reasons numerous and
obvious, that was wrong. But consider, too, the reaction to that error
as manifested by those whose overwhelming sense of injustice moved
them to typewriters.
The writers of several letters to this newspaper, in a display of
rancor made uncommon by its unanimity, compounded the original
labeling error by resorting to the use of yet another label
McCarthyism. This indiscriminate use of the label McCarthyite, with
all of its inherent associations, appears to be a predictable reflex
characterization of some for any and every attempt to identify any
individual as a proponent of a particular brand of collectivism.
What made so-call- ed McCarthyism the proper subject of scorn
was its or his, meaning the junior Senator from Wisconsin
refusal (or was it inability?) to distinguish between those proponents
of legitimate disagreement with U.S. political and military policy and
those advocates of violent overthrow of our democratic institutions.
The error of McCarthyism, assuming you did not believe it was
wrong to root out of government and society those who did seek its
violent overthrow, was one of mistaken intent not mistaken identity.
Consider, for a moment the case of Theodore White who found
himself the subject of an official inquiry. During what has come to be
known by many as the McCarthy Era in the History of American
Politics. White, at the time a Time-Lif- e reporter with impeccable
China credentials, became suspect because he believed our govern-
ment's decision to support the regime of Chiang Kai-she- k was to be a
grievous mistake.
Mao Tse-tun- g was a Communist but White believed that Mao
was the key to China's future. There was no mistaking White's
identity or his position, but labeling him a Communist sympathizer
because he espoused a U.S. policy toward China that was practical
and, as we know now, prophetic, was both false and foolish. What
was once considered to be White's China heresy those many years
ago became what many now believe to have been Richard Nixon's
greatest foreign policy achievement
No, a case of mistaken identity does not a McCarthyite make.
Motive and intent however, are subjective and the proof thereof is
often illusive. In the balance, which label is worse, communist or
McCarthyite, when it is not true?
Daniel C Howes
Campus Council, R.I.P.
Campus Council's decision to abolish itself was pure foolishness.
In a Voice report last week, it was noted that the 8--5 vote to
abolish the lS--y ear-ol- d Council was motivated, according to student
leaden, by its lack of effectiveness or that its operation has become
subservient to the administration. Since it has apparently lost its
ability to function for students, so the ringleaders of the Dump
Council Campaign suggested, it should be put to rest
The vote to can Council win probably sink into history as one of
the more inane moves perpetrated by student government represent-
atives. The action lacked foresight logical consideration, and would
appear on the surface to be more a move to consolidate student
power in one meaningless bureaucracy, or shadow the incompetence
of certain student leaders by placing blame on the system and not
the people in the system.
While it cannot be denied, especially by those who have had to
deal with Council, that Campus Council can frequently be a nuisance,
it appears to have served its intended function. It was organized by
the trustees to bring together faculty, administrators and students to
provide a regulatory and advisory body for the College. This it has
certainly done if one considers the importance Council played in just
two significant issues: 24 hour visitation and the change to
semesters.
Because President Copeland may not always accept the advice of
Council does not mean that the organization is "no longer effective"
Continued on Page 3
Writers Examine Reaganomics
Economic Democracy
To the Editor:
We would like to comment on the
utter failure of Reaganomics. Pres-
ident Reagan's economic policies
over the past two years reflects the
moneyed interests of American
Capitalism. In a nation where our
current political leaders are either
millionaires (as are half the mem-
bers of the U.S. Senate and 28 of
Reagan's top advisers) or puppets
of corporate interests (Reagan), we
can expect nothing but a govern-
ment by and for the rich, economic
elites.
Our current economic crisis is
not a "crisis" for American Capi-
talists. Big business benefits from
the existence of a large pool of
unemployed workers since it helps
to keep wages low, profits high,
and labor unions weak. While Rea-
gan talks as if he wishes to help the
average American, his policies
clearly indicate that he works for
the corporate elites. There are no
holes in the Reagan "trickle-down-"
sieve, only further economic hard-
ships for hard-worki- ng Americans.
Give Reagan
A Chance
To the Editor:
Recently there has been a great
deal of criticism directed at Presi-
dent Reagan and his program of
Supply-Sid- e economics. While it is
true that the numbers of the unem-
ployed workers has gone up in the
past year, it should be noted that
Inflation and interest rates have
gone down.We need to both praise
and to fault President Reagan in
his efforts. He has improved the
investment climate in the VS. with
his cuts in Federal taxes and in his
efforts to cut governmental red
tape that has strangled productivi-
ty in American industry.
On the other hand, the current
unemployment figures of 10.1 in-
dicates that for working Americans
much needs to be done. Help in the
form of temporary financial assist-
ance for those out of work, as well
as efforts to retrain workers should
be a high priority of the current
With unemployemnt rates paral-
leling those experienced in the
30's it is obvious that we need a
major change in our economic sys-
tem. We support the principles of
Economic Democracy and full par-
ticipatory democracy as the only
solution to our present economic
crisis. We encourage mass partici-
pation in the halls of government in
the months ahead to change the
disastrous policies of the Reagan-aut-s.
As Abraham Lincoln once
said: "When the government is no
longer serving the interests of the
people, the people have the right to
overthrow their government."
Sound advice then and sound ad-
vice now.
Committee in support
of Economic Democracy:
Randy Phillips
Tom Mason
Nick Wedeman
Erin May
Melissa Ehlert
Johannes Baumgartner
Dina Dajani
-- Scott Johnson
government -
We must realize that our econom-
ic problems are very complex and
can't be solved overnight I do
believe that the President's eco-
nomic program deserves a "fair
shake" and must be given a full
opportunity to work. But, in return,
he must show the American people
that government is willing to help
those In need during these tough
times.
Eric V. Greenman
Support Reagan
Editor:
The current economic policy sug-
gested by Ronald Reagan and the
Republican Party has been falsely
portrayed and unjustifiably criti-
cized by the press and news media
in the U.S.
Our faltering economic situation
has been inherited from the pre-
vious liberal administration and the
Continued on Page S
Spence Could
Learn Lesson
About S. Africa
Editor:
Tessie Tzavaras restrained but
firmly stated and accurate article
about South Africa (Oct 22) ought
to convince even the Editor of The
Wooster Voice that the white-dominat-ed
South Africa has no case to
be made for it
But I doubt it Floyd Watts
Letters to the Editor
Letters submitted for publication
must be typed and doable-space- d.
Deadline for letters or opinions is
Tuesday at :COo clock p,m.
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COMPILED BY CHRIS LUSE
BEIBUT Defying Until; Syria
has moved missiles back into the
Bekka valley in Lebanon. Mobile
anti-aircra- ft weapons were also
placed in the northeastern Akkar
region, according to Lebanese
Christian raido. In the U.N., the
Iranian challenge to Israel's cre-
dentials to be in the General As-
sembly was defeated by a vote of
75 to 9. Meanwhile, President Ge-may- el
of Lebanon got conditional
support from the Christian Militia,
as long as he works for the removal
of foreign forces. The Israeli gov-
ernment repeated its insistence
that the remaining PLO be the first
to leave. : .
WARSAW The Polish Parlia-
ment passed legislation aimed at
"social parasites." The vote of the
460 member Sejm had only 12
opponents. Jail terms and forced
labor are prescribed for those shun-
ning employment. This law, op-
posed by the Catholic Church, re-
quires that all Jobless persons
register. It is feared that the law
will be used against members of
the outlawed Solidarity labor union.
JERUSALEM Talks on an
Israeli withdrawal from Lebanon
are to begin with an American
mediator. The illness of U.S. envoy
to the Mideast Morris Draper
makes the date of the talks uncer-
tain. The U.S. is also planning talks
with Syria and the Palestinians to
facilitate a total withdrawal. Mean-
while, Israel's Defense Minster Ar-
iel Sharon said he let the Phalang-ist- s
enter Palestinian camps,
saying "a central concern was to
save our soldiers lives." He de-
clared that Prime Minister Begin
didn't know of the move.
MOSCOW Talks between China
and the Soviet Union will resume in
Moscow "because we have many,
many problems" Chinese leader
Deng Xiaoping said. The earlier
negotiations had been called off
because of a difficulty in reaching
a plan for normalization. These
. talks are said to be connected with
US. Arms sales to Taiwan.
TEHRAN A special commis-
sion is due to appoint a successor to
the aging Ayatollah Khomeini,
whose health is reported to be
failing. It wasn't clearly stated
whether a committee or a single
person will be named. At this time,
in the Persian Gulf war, Iranian
troops, launched an offensive into
Iraqi territory, prompting the Is-
lamic Conference Organization to
attempt mediation.
WASHINGTON A federal
Judge was ordered by the White
House to hand over documents on
the prosecution of draft resisters,
or to explain why earlier data had
been altered. Judge Terry Hatter
said he expected compliance by
Monday, as the trial of David
Wayte is further delayed.
WASHINGTON President Rea-
gan will make a five day Latin
American trip, including Brazil,
commencing Nov. SO. The Presi-
dent will also visit Columbia and
Costa Rica in addition to Brazil.
The talks weren't specified, but
include economic, political and so-
cial concerns.
SEYMOUR, IND. 24 companies
win be financing the cleanup of a
toxic waste dump site at the cost of
$7.7 million in Seymour Indiana.
Under the direction of the EPA,
IBM will contribute $2.2 million and
GM over $1 million to halt the
contamination.
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Spence's Gay Rights Opinions
Gome From Bathroom Walls
Dear Editor:
You have really outdone yourself
this time, Tim, with your editorial
on gay rights (or would "gay
wrongs" be a better title?) I don't
know where you get your version of
Christianity, but It isn't from Jesus
or the Bible, and I don't know
where you get your opinion about
homosexuality, but it sounds like
it's from a bathroom walL In your
last editorial you make a number
of statements that at worst are
asinine and at best are misguided.
First, why did you call the move-
ment for gay rights "dangerous"?
You give no support for that slan-
derous remark, and I think you
would have a hard time doing so
unless you see it as a threat to your
privileged position (as is any other
liberation movement). Next, you
erroneously assume that any group
under the 1964 Civil Rights Act
wants and receives the institution
of quotas for their group. Homosex-
uals have never asked for such
treatment. All they want is not to
be discriminated against in terms
of housing, employment (including
the military), and --education. Pres-
ently, one who is a known homosex
God's Love He
Editor Has No
Editor
In response to your editorial, we
would say that anyone who, like
Sam Roe, writes of the goal of
"ridding gays of being queer" de-
serves at the very least to be
"beleaguered." And to say the
apology for such a reprehensible
statement is "kindly" reveals your
own prejudice on the subject
But your notion of what is Chris-
tian and what is not is what we, as
Christians, find most disturbing.
You write: "Efforts to advance the
condition of blacks are moral and
Christian in their very context;
efforts for the social advancement
of gay rights are anti-Christia- n.
We presume that what lay behind
your comments are those few pas-
sages in the Bible, mostly Pauline,
in which homo-sexuali- ty is regard-
ed as sin, along with many other
ual can be denied employment.
bousing, and admissions to an edu
cational institution on tne oasis oi
herhis sexual orientation.
In additon, if you do acknowledge
that there have been "great men(by the way, there are women wno
are homosexual) who are gay, why
do you then judge their need for
civil rights as "shady" and "dan
gerous?" And if gays nave been
unimpeded in their progress by
oppression and persecution, why
can one not carry your logic one
step farther and say that blacks.
women, the poor, or any other non--
ruling group does not need cmi
rights, either? How do you know
who has reached herhis full poten-
tial as a human being in spite of
barriers and who has been stifled
or overcome by them? The illogi-
cality and blindness of your editori-
al just goes on and on.
Your thinly disguised attempt to
use the old "divide and conquer"
tactic against homosexuals by
trying to pit blacks against gays is
deplorable. Who are you to judge
one thing as Christian and another
as anti-Christia- n? Did not Christ
say, "Judge not, that you will not
Should See;
Impartiality
things. You intimate that just as
the campaign for the abolition of
slaverv and for black rights was
Christian, just so the denial of
rights to gays because they are
called sinners is Christian as welL
What you fail to realize, however,
is that there are Pauline passages
which seem to justify the institution
of slavery and that these passages
were used by those who opposed
abolition in the same manner and
for the same end that you use your
scripture passages to deny full
human rights to all of God's chil-
dren.
. The Question is, then, where are
we when we use as the basis of our
actions and beliefs a few scattered
biblical passags instead of content
platinc the whole?
As Christians, we believe that
Campus Council, R.I.P.
Continued from Page 2
as Representative Krystin Buckey's motion noted. Nor does it mean,
as S.G.A. Social Concerns Chair Libby Black said, that Council "is a
waste of time."
As students purchasing a service, we have vested in the Board of
Trustees the power to select administrators who are believed to be
most adept at making appropriate decisions. Academia is not, and
should not be a democracy. If, therefore, Mr. Copeland chooses to not
accept Council's recommendation on a given issue, it should not be
considered a slight against students, or against the faculty or
administration who may vote with students on Issues. -
- Although it was argued that the intent of the Council motion was
to provide better representation for students, it appears that this
logic is faulty. As Council Chairman Tom Van Cleef (the lone student
opponent of the dissolution measure) noted, the end to Council mar
well mean that students will suffer "a major loss of power." Students
had their chance to rub elbows with administrators and faculty in an
open forum. It would serve the student body right if they never again
were to possess such power.
It certainly seemr that Campus Council should not have been
abolished when its advantages certainly outweighed its disadvan-
tages. Perhaps the solution to the organization's "ineffectiveness"
was not the body politic but rather the student representatives(whose worthiness must now be questioned) composing it v
.The fools will learn from their mistakes.
Timothy E. Spence
be judged?" And did He not also
come "to set at liberty those who
are oppressed" (Luke 4:18) and to
bring God's love for all people? The
gay rights movement has a saying
that "An army of lovers cannot
fail," and I firmly believe that the
gays and lesbians who are working
so hard for a more open and just
and loving world reflect very well
the teachings and wishes of Christ.
Finally, your comparison be
tween Jesse Helms and his anti--
abortion, anti-birt- h control, and
anti-hum- an rights stances and the
gay rights movement is totally
invalid. If Helms succeeds in hav
ing abortions outlawed, he is inflict-
ing his morality on me because I
believe in the morality and advo-
cate the legalization of abortions.
Homosexuals, however, are not
asking anyone to participate in or
abide by or approve of their life-
style; they just want to live as free
and equal people without fear of
persecution or discrimination. And
that is what living in a moral,
civilized society is all about.
Margot Watson
Box 9003
your view that God is concerned
with some or tne numan iamuy out
not with others is the worst misun
derstanding and misuse of scrip-
ture. The whole of scripture, indeed
the essence of Christianity, de
clares that God loves every human
being, regardless of race or sex or
sexual preference, as cnnsuans,
we become involved in the struggle
for human rights for all. for gaysjust as for blacks, because we know
that God too is in the midst of the
struggle. Thus, to say that God is
more concerned with the rights of
blacks than of gays is to misunder-
stand God's love for alL It is to
misunderstand that God's love
shows no partiality. Would that we
could say the same of our Voice
editor.
Robert Manning for
The Wooster Student
Christian Movement
Support
President
Reagan
Continued from Page 2
irresponsible free spenders, in the
Congress. Tne "stay tne course-poli- cy
of Ronald Reagan must be
given a fair chance to take effect in
order to overcome the disastrous
policies of the last 40 years.
Partially to blame is the cost of
support for the wel-ar-e?:overnmentalstate. It has drained valuable
resources and literally robbed
American taxpayers of their hard
earned .money. The only way to
solve the unemployment problem is
to get the "welfare bums" who live
at the expense of others to change
their way of life and help contrib-
ute to the economic growth of our
country.
Bill McMelns
: FrankCasner
PatWarny
PagtS
if Wl
Here
At
Wooster
Sadik To Speak
BY SUSAN FIGGE
A child born today into a world of
J WJ1U HH.H 1 .111 W Bit k.V UUllUII UCVI1C WU1 uj gc WW, K
sharing the earth with three times
as many neighbors.
What will be the social, political
and even moral consequences of
that mounting population pressure?
What steps are being taken now
to avert global poverty and fam-
ine?
What should be the role of the
United States?
Next Wednesday's convocation
will be directed at some of these
questions, when Nafis Sadik, As-
sistant Secretary General of the
United Nations, speaks on "The
State of World Population 1982."
A native of Pakistan, Dr. Sadik
completed medical studies at Dow
Medical College in Karachi. She
served an internship in gynecology
and obstetrics at City Hospital in
Baltimore, Maryland, and did post
graduate work at Johns Hopkins
University.
She has been medical officer in
charge of women's and children's
wards in Pakistani armed forces
.9.-- ,- a - a 1
nospiuus, ana as a memuer oi ncrgovernment's Planning Commis-
sion she evaluated the health and
family planning program as part of
tne nation's overall development
plan.
As Director General of Pakistan
Central Family Planning Council.
Dr. Sadik was responsible for plan-
ning and directing the national
family planning program.
She has written numerous arti-
cles for publications in the family
planning and health field. In 1976
she was the first woman recipient
of the Hugh Moore award, named
after a pioneer in the United States
credited with calling attention to
the world population crisis. - Dr.
Sadik was cited for her leadership
in the family planning field and in
n ni r Hncr nmM tn ntr nnrnt- -
lation planning careers.
Currently Dr. Sadik Is the Assist
ant Executive Director of the Unit
ed Nations Fund for Population
Activities. She is responsible for
the planning and programming of
population assistance totaling some
$165 million in 1921 to 139 countries
and territories throughout . the
world.
Remember To Vote On
Election Day, Tues.,
Nov. 4 '
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Merits Of Campus Council
Dissolution Are Examined
Daniel J. Sikorski
On campus, the biggest question
at the moment seems to be: Why
did Campos Council move to ais
solve itself? Here we have a stu
dentfacultyadministrative deci
sion-maki- ng forum that is
responsible for making sure that
the students' voices are heard in
the regulation-makin- g process and
they have called it quits.
Why? There seems to be a lack of
effectiveness. The students on
Council (most of them, at least)
feel that they have become nothing
more than a rubber stamp for the
administration's policy decisions,
and so, rather than fight that, they
have surrendered and dissolved
themselves. One would think that
the campus administration would
be pleased at this, because now
there is one less channel for them
to go through. However, when the
vote was taken on the move to
disband (which was introduced by
one of the student members), it
came down to an 8-- 7 split, with all
four faculty and administrative
representatives voting against the
measure, along with one student.
Tom Van Cleef. The motion carried
because eight of the nine student
reps voted to pass it. This is a very
major move, needless to say, and if
was done without consulting the
students they were elected to repre
sent.
The first word that the vast
majority of students had heard of
this decision was in last week's
Voice, after the deed had been
done.
This is student representation?
This is ridiculous.
Campus Council has served a
more "than important function in
making sure that the students'
voice is heard in the policy-makin- g
process. Thanks to Campus Coun
cil, we now have 24-ho- ur visitation
in the dorms, the students have a
say in the formation of social
regulations, and, of course, there is
the Judicial Board, where, instead
of having to face a panel of faculty
andor administrative people, there
are also students on the board who
understand the problems students
face more clearly. More important-
ly. Campus Council must remain in
case something does come up
which is important to the students
and requires student input. Just
because there basn t been anything
Hispanic Evening
At Zeitgeist
Hispanic Evening will take place
tonight at Zeitgeist International
Coffee House.
There win be songs, dances, food,
drinks, and games from msay
Spanish speaking countries.
Everyone is welcome, and Span-
ish students are especially encour-
aged to participate. In this way we
hope to unite the Hispanics here in
Wooster and bring a little flavour
of culture to the campus communi-
ty.
HASTA ENTONCES!
of earthshaking importance for
them to deal with doesn't mean
that there won't be. For example,
the students may wish to have not
only coed dorms but coed rooms
This is student representation?
This is ridiculous. 9
(this is a little extreme, I realize,
but I'm only trying to make a
point). Without Campus Council, it
would be suggested to the Adminis
tration, and there it would die.
However, with Campus Council,
the students actually get a chance
to vote on whether that becomes
policy or not Beyond that, it goes
to President Copeland, who will
either pass, veto, refer to the trust
ees, or refer it back to Council with
some suggestions. If there is a
veto, it can, from what I under-
stand, be overridden by a two- -
thirds vote in Council. This would
require only one professor or ad-
ministrator to vote with the stu-
dents for it to pass.
This is powerless?
Of course, at the Pit Stop on
Tuesday night, the students who
were in favor of dissolution said
that they were going to form a
different kind of studentfaculty
administrative body that would be
similar to Campus Council. The
question I must raise is: If Presi
dent Copeland does approve the
measure, what happens if they
can't come up with a workable
alternative by their deadline,
March 11, 1983? There is no answer
to that, because if they don't, there
won't be any more chances for
student representation in the decision-
-making process. That right (I
don't see it as a priviledge
without we students, there is no
C.O.W.) will be lost until the ad
ministration sees fit to allow anoth
er Campus Council or there is
sufficient student outcry to force
tnem to do so. Quite simply, they
should not have considered dis-bandm- ent
until they had come up
witn a viable solution to their self-perceiv- ed
problem.
I spoke with President Copeland
on Monday night, and he told me
that he feels that Campus Council
has served a very important pur-
pose on campus and would continue
to do so. He said that he is certain
that situations will arise in the
future where that student voice will
be necessary in resolving a policy
decision. However, he did add that
Dance Company
Presents 'Extensions'
The company, composed of 25
students and community members.
will perform 11 pieces choreo
graphed by the members.
The College of Wooster Dance
Company will present "Exten-
sions," a dance concert, Nov. 4--8 at
8:15 p.m. at The College of Woos-
ter.
Directed by Jean-An- n Marshall,
"Extensions'' will be held in the
Freedlander Theatre. Ticket infor-
mation is available from the Freed-
lander Theatre Box Office, open
noon-- 2 p.m. and 4--6 p.m. weekdays
and noon-- 2 p.m. Saturdays. No
phone reservations will be taken.
if the present representatives of
Campus Council feels that they
have a better way, he is willing to
examine tneir proposal, and, they
are better, then perhaps it is time
for a change.
If the proposal they raised Tues
day night is any indication of what
they consider to be a better forum
for the students to. be heard, then.
as far as I see it, prepare to be
muzzled. Their first proposal (al
though, in all fairness, I must add
that this is certainly not going to be
tneir only proposal I hope)
showed a scaled-dow- n form of a
campus council with three student
members from the SGA, one facul
ty member, and one administrative
member. This still gives a theoreti
cal majority to the students, but
these three members from the SGA
are directly accountable to the
SGA, and not to the students. They
would have to go back to the SGA
to be told how to vote, which would
only serve to slow down the entire
process. This is not nearly as
effective as the system we now
have.
On top of that, as Tom Van Cleef
has said, there is no real guarantee
that the right to decide social
policy would return to the students
at all. To my understanding, one of
the administrative members has
said that if this does go through.
the chances of the students main
taining any say in policy-formin- g is
slim to none.
Think about it, especially you
Council members who voted for the
measure.
For the sake of student rights,' let
us hope that when President Cope-
land makes his decision, it will be
the first veto in five years. This
time, we need it.
Freeman Rescinds
A-- V Loan Policy
Michael S. Freeman, director of
Andrews Library, announced last
week that the previously proposed
audio-visu- al rental policy has been
rescinded.
"We will return to the policy in
force through last spring which
provided for rental charges only for
non-Colle- ge users. As a result all
internal College use will be free of
charge," Freeman said.
At the beginning of this academic
year, it was announced that
charges for rental would be levied
against students who use library
audio-visu- al equipment.
RECRUITERS ON CAMPUS
University of Akron Law School
Dr. Stanley Samad. Professor ef
Law
Appointments: 10-- 2 p.m. ,
Tuesday, November 2
isarinam scnooi ot K&ugion
Will CooDer. Professor
Appointments: 10-- 2 p.m.
Tuesday, November 2
Ohio State School of Pharmacy
Appointments M p.m.
Celeste Aims To Defeat
Republican Brown
The following is the second of two
articles covering the candidates in
this year's race for governor ht
umo. seiow is a report on Richard
F. Celeste, the Democratic candi-
date for the state's executive post
A -- v --A
fiS w u
Ccnc!n '82
ODD V
BY PHIL UNDERCUFFLER
Democrat Richard F. Celeste is
not the same man that lost the race
for governor to James A. Rhodes in
1978. The cockiness of '78 has
changed to caution in '82.
"He is much more mature and
pragmatic ... he articulates more
what he wants to do than he did
four years ago. He's more compe-
tent than he was four years ago,"
said Cuyahoga County Democratic
Chairman John M. Coyne.
Celeste's key issue this year isjobs. "The harsh-real- ity that
Ohioans confront is the reality that
they are out of work and the
!rospect for work is bleak," Ce-es- te
replied to Republican candi-
date Clarence J. Brown's attempts
to divert attention from Ohio's un-
employment rate.
Celeste is an opponent of the
death penalty, and instead prefers
Should Campus Council
Have Boon Dissolvod?
Do you agree with Campus Council's October 29
decision to vote Itself out of existence?
Vote your conscience below, and return this
ballot to The Wooster Voice, Box C-31- S7 by noon
Monday, November 1.
I support Campus Council's decision to
improve the effectiveness of student
government by dissolving Council, and
turning Its powers over to the Stu-
dent Government Association.
I oppose the Council's decision to
dissolve Itself.
TheVVbcsterlnn
Per St.f9, oin vary afght to
Mm chicken with the
life imprisonment without parole.
He also favors mandatory sen-
tencing for violent crimes and
crimes committed with a gun.
When asked about his opponent's
campaigning heavily with Vice
President Bush, Celeste replied, "It
is no accident that he is campaign-
ing with all these people from
Washington because ... it is a
campaign to try to persuade the
Gople of Ohio that something good
s been happening to us in Wash-
ington and to take credit for it"
Celeste's main concern in this
election is getting the voters out
and he fears that apathy will keep
Democrats home. "The real adver-
sary is not Clarence Brown ... the
real adversary is hopelessness and
overconfidence." The main reason
for his '78 loss was overestimating
voter turnout especially in his
Cuyahoga County home base. Ce--'
leste is determined not to make the
same mistake twice.
Celeste is a former Lieutenant
Governor and Peace Corps direc-
tor, and is a graduate of Yale
University. Celeste's father, Frank
Celeste, is a graduate of The Col-
lege of Wooster, Class of '28.
WCWS Election Coverage
WCWS Radio will be broadcast-
ing complete election results
throughout the night next Tues.,
Nov. 2.
The WCWS News Department
will broadcast information on local,
state and national races beginning
early Tuesday evening.
An Adventure
In Delightful Dining.'
For reservations, call (216) 264-234-1
Wayne Ave. & Gasche St Wooster. Ohid
Joy evr
The Internationalist
Looking
There are different perceptions of
time, history ana me a genera a
the world today than the one we
know In Western civilization. The
picture we bare of life is quite
fragmented and individualistic. The
unit of life and measure of an
things is the individual: one's per
sonal rights and obligations, one's
morality, .one's personality, one's
life. It is important to promote in a
human being those attributes that
point out hisher differences and
make herhim independent of oth-
ers.
This is a tradition that was born
in Ancient Greece where the theo-
cratic and hierarchical civilisation
of Ancient Egyptians gave way to a
new kind of "cosmotheory"(framework to look at the world).
The moral standard in mystical
Egypt was Pharaoh (God, King,
Head of the people of Egypt) and
the clerical elite. In Greece this
was reversed; the moral standard
became the individual. Thus were
born the foundations of today's
western civilisation: anthropocentr-ism- .
Later on, Eobbes, Locke,
Burke, Rousseau and other political
and social thinkers expanded on
this base and aided the formation
of what we call "modern political
thought" ,
There are other ways of looking
at the world though. One example
of a conflict of world outlooks
which is very known to us Is the
Cold War between the United
States and the Soviet Union. There
are, of course, many complex rea-
sons for the Soviet-Americ- an con-
flict: but, the encounter of the
Superpowers might not have been
as painful and disappointing if they
were able to at least agree on the
general way they saw things. (The
U.S. saw the solution in terms of
the United Nations' a compro-
mise and the Soviet Union saw
the solution as the final division of
the world into two blocks which
would be fully independent of one
another.) The absence of a "point
of contact" made communication
almost impossible at times.
In view of the existing differ-
ences in the way people think In the
world today and the effects this can
have when these differences are
confronted. It is very Important for
countries and especially, decision-
-makers to develop an under-
standing for those differences. This
is Increasingly called-to- r today,
when communications have devel-
oped and political, economic and
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social contact among nations has
become Inevitable (North-Sout- h
dialogue, opening of China to the
west, etc.).
With this In mind, let's focus on a
particular case of difference: histo-
ry as viewed from . an Eastern
perspective; a linear western view
vs. a whoiisuc eastern outlook.
Here Is now Arvin Balasundaram.
Freshman from India, sees this
difference.
Jessie Tiavaras
The Internationalist
BY ARVIND BALASUNDARAlf
"Eternal India" the land of the
teeming millions, of palaces and
slums, of temples and mosques, an
oriental paradise. Basking under
the heat of fiery suns, lush green
and ever beautiful, she spells co
existence. Thirty five years and
growing, her accomplishments sur-
prise many an analyst. Sharing a
place with the handful of nations
that have successfully sent rockets
into space, she offers as contrast a
hungry and illiterate population. A
suing tourist is often perplexedK
ow cows can be as much part of a
civilization as humans or how cars
and bullock carts can ply side by
side on crowded streets. "But the
old must concede to the new," is a
line often heard from them that
little know that from the beginnings
of time, from the age of the Indus
Valley to the age of Indira Gandhi,
such has never been the case.
The Republic of India is a con
glomeration of slightly more than
25 states, each differing widely
from the next in language, culture
ana religion, rne misuing inaian
.
open fill
10 p.m.
MIcholob On Tcp
World: India
cities are mueh like New York or
busy London, having about them an
air of congestion and industrial
pollution, with standards of living
that always succeed in drawing
complaints from the hard working
bourgeoise. A little more than an
hour's drive down a main street
leads to a change of scene, to a
land not nearly so populous, with
miles of full grown paddy awaiting
transplantation. A tale is told of a
visiting British emissary who re-
turned home after a fortnight in
India. When asked by his friends,
"What was India like?," he replied,
"I wish I knew!."
And so it is among scholars, for
the poverty of the Indian masses is
as much popular among economists
as the richness of her culture is
with historians. The solution to this
riddle is' however simple: In the
West, yesterdays are stored away
as history; in India such a classifi-
cation cannot 'be made, because
their history is a continuum; today
is as much part of history as
yesterday was, and so will tomor-
row be. A visit to an Indian village
provides adequate proof for this
assertion. Village technology has
remained static for a very long
time. Irrigation is still largely de-
pendent on the monsoons, and hand
wells and mud tanks are easily
more popular among farmers than
canals and tube wells. The ruins of
the Indus Valley, thought by ar-
chaeologists to be the home of the
early Indians, have brought to light
structures that bear great resem-
blance to the mud tanks. ,
Thus India moves along with the
times. Her snowy mountains, her
hot, tropical jungles endlessly burn-
ing with a sense of adventure. So
typically rural are the young vil-
lage girls carrying water jugs on
their heads, while net too far away
is the speeding cyclist, eager to
reach his office well ahead of time.
Quite close at hand are to be found
the ruins of a dilapidated temple
with delicate figures carved on its
still intact tower, symbolic of a rich
civilization that was. but equally
important to the folks living near-
by. As much as the village is old
QUALITY MEXICAN FOOD
DINNERS TACOS BURfUTOS
ENCHILADAS EMPANAOAS CWUTOSj
DINING ROOM OR DRIVE THRU
204-435- 0
322 BEAU. AVT VVOGSTER. OHIO
EL TOnp RESTAURANT
Purchszb Two Or tApro Tccos end
Hceolvo A Froo 12 oz Covorago.
; Ixplros 11-5-- M
the city is new. With such a picture
of India, people leave the land
confused, angry, sad, but still won-
dering how time has flown, with
memories of a world of unity and
variety, of filth and extraordinary
beauty, of old and new. As the
rsager says, that which is old in
India is not what every person in
the West can easily comprehend,
that which is novel is new all over
the world, but not quite the same.'
S,GA.
Briefs
The Student Government Asso-
ciation has first aid kits available
for all RAs. Please come to the
SGA office any weekday from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. to pick up your first
aid kit!
Any student who is concerned
about the $6night charge to stay
on campus during break and has
suggestionsalternate plans con-
cerning said charge, please contact
Libby Black in the SGA office any
weekday from 1-- 2 p.m. (Ext 2773).
A reminder: The General Assem-
bly of the Student Government
Association meets every Monday at
7:30 p.m. in the Lowry Center
Ballroom. All students are invited
and encouraged to attend.
Thank you to everyone who
helped out during Trustee week-
end!
ssrt
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Spence
Insensitive
To Gay
Concerns
Editor:
The ignorance portrayed in last
week's editorial, "Gay Rights Ex-
amined,' cannot go unchallenged.
Mr. Spence does not seem to under-
stand the true thrust of the Gay
Lesbian rights movements in this
country. The reference to institut-
ing quotas requiring special treat-
ment of oppressed homosexuals,
should they be added to the 1S4
Civfl Rights Act, is evidence of Ids
lack of - understanding of the
present legal and political status of
Jays and lesbians. Quotas are thesast of our concerns.
In all but 10 states in these
United States, homosexual acts
adults within the privacy of their
own homes) are punishable by one
to 20 years imprisonment and fines
ranging from 1100 to $10,000. (Hare,
Francis H.). The Law and the Hom-
osexual).. Homosexuals can legally
be denied jobs, citizenship, the
right to marry, custody of their
own children, probation, housing
and finance. The fact that Mr.
Spence can question the degree of
discrimination faced by homosex-
uals in spite of the facts and
statistics available to the contrary.
of the situation, we are not seeking
Dee Ul considerations but the
rights guaranteed to us in the
Constitution.
Another accusation made in last
week's, editorial was that support--
Coctianed on Past 7
KIU4 CALDICOTT. U.
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Arts and Culture
'Nylon Curtain' In Review
BY BARRY S. EBENBERG
Eventually personal facades
crumble and all troths are re
vealed. Like a nylon curtain, a
person's facade is a security blan
ket that everyone else can see
through. The real person is exposed
and is therefore vulnerable like the
rest of us. Billy Joel's new album.
The Nylon Curtain, is a musical
portrayal of vulnerability. The New
York punk has grown up to feel
pain this time around.
Between
The
Grooves
a
Specifically, Joel tells of the vul
nerability he and his baby boom
peers are experiencing today.
Promises were made and those
promises have been broken. If you
were born somewhere around the!
late 1940's. Joel argues in his new
album that your life is not exactly)
what you had hoped for.
"Allentown," the record opener.
states this theme in concise, power
ful language. The natural resources
of a Pennsylvania factory town are
drying up and so are the hopes of
its inhabitants.
And we're waiting here in AllenA
But they've taken all the coal from .
the ground
And the union people crawled away
Every child had a pretty good shot
To get at least as far as their old
man got
But something happened on the
way to that place
After a few effective mining ma
chinery sounds that change to a
hara consistent beat, the track
bursts into a catchy pop melody
that is so characteristic of the
artist
Wilson's Art
Lowry Center's collection of "Ob--Jjects. People, and Tilings" shows a
cross section of the various styles
Kevin Walton has been experiment-- !
ing with in his work over the past
two years. His work has been)
featured in a number of local shows
and most recently was accepted in
the Great Lakes Regional Art Ex--J
hlbit
Kevin Walton graduated from the
college of wooster in 1978 with a
Bachelor of Arts degree in history.
While at Wooster he served as co- -
captain of the Scota wrestling
team.
Walton's days at Wooster are
counted among his fondest memo-
ries. Speaking of his experience at
COW, be says. "Phil Snipe, Profes
sor Emeritus at the College, has
been a tremendous influence on my
life: He contributed a great deal to
my young adulthood and to my
early painting style, and I consider
him a dear friend.
"My love of history was en-
hanced by Professor John Gates of
Wooster's History Department.
When I decided to declare my
major in history. Professor Gates
suggested merging my two inter
"Pressure." the album's single
now receiving considerable air
play, describes that day to day
symptom of vulnerability everyone)
perspires to. Joel delivers this fasti
paced message as if a veteran of
pressure were lecturing a notice.
I'm sure you'll hare some cosmic
rationale
But here you are with your faith
And your Peter Pan advice
You have no scars on your face
And you cannot handle pressure
The use of a frantic synthesizer)
makes one think of a crazed human
running through an impossible
maze. An instrumental break of
various horns played staccato!
perfectly as a frustrating rush hour
tramc jam.
"Goodnight Saigon" is perhaps
the gem of The Nylon curtain, it is
song that deals exclusively with
the deserving soldiers of the Viet-
nam War without pausing for politi
cal comment. It is an intensively!
moving ballad that puts the Charlie
Daniels' Band's "Still in Saigon" to
shame.
We met as soulmates on Parrisx
Island
We left as inmates from an asylum
And we were sharp, as sharp as)
knives
And we were so gung ho to lay
aown our lives
We came in spastic like tameless
horses
We left in plastic as numbered
corpses.
The song then swells to a hearty
chorus of male voices.
And we held on to each other
Like brother to brother
We promised our mother's we'd
write
And we would all go down together
We said we'd all go down together
"Goodnight Saigon" begins and
ends with the sounds of a jungle at
nighttime interrupted by the com
ing and going of a ghostly helicop
ter. If a song is to stand the tests of
time and radio overplay, "GoodH
night Saigon" has what it takes.
In Lowry Lobby
ests. Following this advice, I have!
focused on a historical contentj
either personal or general, in many
of my recent works. '
The artistic style favored by Wal-- 1
ton is realism; he says, "It is the)
best way to express the world
around me." Believing that hel
should utilize the medium mostl
suited to bis temperament, he!
chooses oils and pastels for his)
paintings.
Walton has studied with Jack
Richards of Akron and Dan Green,
a member of the New York Art!
Students League. He is also a greau
admirer of Charles Pfahl, hoping
someday to capture in his work
some of the artistic qualities dis--i
played by Pfahl's paintings.
Calling himself a "modern tradi
tionalist" Walton believes strongly!
in the apprentice system. "You
must respect your teacher. You are
best taught by those you admire
the most"
Walton says of his current work,
"At this point I'm much more
concerned with learning the techni-
cal aspect of painting than the
aesthetic merits. It's the old you
There are a group of songs on the
album that are unmistakably pat
terned after the Beatles during!
their late 60"s psychadeue period.
Joel uses ambiguous lyrics, elec
tronically distorted vocals, and
string instruments to create sounds
similar to "Strawberry Fields For-
ever" and "I Am the Walrus." Bui
Joel has less success when straying
from his usual forte' and the Mc- -
Cartney-Lennonis- h tunes, "Scandi
navian Skies" and "Laura" suffer.
Only "Surprises" works well using
the late Beatles sound.
What has it cost you
What have you won
The sins of the fathers
Are the sins of the sons
It is always within you
It will always continue
But it shouldn't surprise you at all
In "Surprises," Joel sings of his
career and artistry as a series of
events that have resulted as a
consequence of previous conditions
that were beyond human wilL "Sur-
prises" is autobiographical and dis-
plays another source of personal
vulnerability.
This album Is available at Round
Records Ticketron, 2U S. Market
St, wooster. Ohio 44891 284-411- 4.
must learn to walk before you can
run' idea. I am a staunch believer
in mastering the craft first and II
do consider myself a craftsman
rather than an artist Becoming an
artist stems from mastering your
crart; until your craft is masteredyou are not an artist"
Recently Walton has become in-
terested in Trompe L'oeil" or
"magic realism,' which fools the
viewer in believing he sees three-dimension- al
objects on a two-d-i
mensional plane. He says. "I like
the degree of illusion 'magic real
ism' creates. With other types you
always know you are looking at a
flat surface, but a painting done in
the 'Trompe L'oeil' style Is almost
indistinguishable from the actual
objects."
Walton currently resides in Dai--
ton, but realizes that he must
eventually consider a move to ei-
ther the East or West Coast where
the market for his type of art will
offer him even greater opportuni-- l
ties.
- Katherine Ling Olsen will solo Sunday, Oct 31, at 8:15 in McGaw
with the Wooster Symphony Orchestra. Nancy Buckingham Garlick
directs.
Olson To Solo At W.S.O.
Katherine Ling Olsen will be the
featured soloist for the opening
concert of the Wooster Symphony
Orchestra's 68th season on Sunday,
Oct 31 at 8:15 p.m. in IfcGaw
ChapeL The young professional so--
will be featured in Samuel6ranoarber's charming "Knox vine:
Summer of 1915." The work is
based on -- a prologue to James
Agee's famous novel, "A Death in
the Family." and tells of a young
child's early comprehension of his
love towards his family.
Ling Olsen earned degrees from
Northwestern University where she
received the Frederick A. Charmer
award for Excellence in Opera. She
has been a member of the Chicago
Symphony Chorus for several sea-
sons and currently studies with
Norman Grelbrandsen. Ling Olsen
is the daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Stuart Ling.
Music Director Nancy Bucking-
ham Garlick will open the program
with the Beethoven, Third Sympho
mOBlmtolfr EPPJC WEY OCT30'
c7t
1
ny, the "Eroica" or "Heroic." orig-
inally dedicated to Napoleon Bona--(parte. A large-scal- e work, the
symphony will muster every ounce
of energy and precision from the:
local orchestra. The group boasts
of 65 members, screened by audi-
tion, and ineludesmany community
members as well as college stu-
dents and faculty.
The program will also include the
brief but impressive Fanfare from
La Peri" by Paul Dukas for brass
instrumental alone.
THE CONCERT IS FREE TO
ALL STUDENTS AND COLLEGE
PERSONNEL. General admission
islS.
Orchestra members are hoping
that many college and community
members will want to celebrate
Hallowen by attending the concert
and although no Halloween music
will be presented per se. it should
be remembered that Paul Dukas is
the same composer that wrote
"The sorcerer's Apprentice."
w OUM Fwm
Campus Voting Station Guide
BT ANDREW D. GOLDMAN
Iff voting time again and many
College of Wooster students will
find their voter registrations inval-
id. Due to the fact that the College
is divided up into six wards, stu-
dents whose dorms are presently in
a different ward than In that in
which they registered, will find
they are ineligible to vote in this
year's elections.
Those students who are regis-
tered to vote in the Tues., Nov. 2
elections should go to one of the
following six voting stations de-
pending upon the zone in which
I 'wmJj&
d:::oo ensvn
Q20 Czs
Urge Sahetkum Of
Of Wua Jitftrt
SPWC
tlonez-- u
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College Housing Facilities And
Appropriate Voting Zones
College Dormitories
ANDREWS HALL, 1307 N. Bever St
AMINGTON HALL, 945 E. Wayne Ave..,
BAB COCK HALL, 1315 Beall Ave
BISSMAN HALL. 1330 Beall Ave.
BONTRAGER HOUSE, 1407 Beall Ave. .
CALCEI HOUSE, 823 College Ave
COMPTON HALL, 1327 Beall Ave.
CRANDALL HOUSE, 80S College Ave
CULBERTSON HOUSE, 1401 Beall Ave
DOUGLASS HALL, 475 E. Wayne Ave.
DUNN HOUSE, 1204 N. Bever St
FULLER HOUSE. 555 E. University .
GABLE HOUSE. 838 College Ave
GROSJEAN HOUSE, 657 E. University St....
HART HOUSE, 570 E. Wayne Ave. ... ..
HESSON HOUSE, 1422 Beall Ave. ......... ....
HOLD EN HOUSE, 1101 Beall Ave. ..
HOWMAN HOUSE, 539 E. University St.......
JOHNSON HOUSE, 1418 Beall Ave.
KATE HOUSE, 1440 Beall Ave. --..
KENARDEN HALL. 201 N. Bever St, ..
KIEFFER HOUSE, 828 College Ave
VEWis house, 8Z8 college Ave..jfiLLER MANOR. 808 Beall Ave.
MONYER HOUSE. 522 E. Wayne Ave.
MYERS HOUSE. 847-44- 9 College Aye
SCOTT COTTAGE. 902 Beall Ave...: .......
SHEARER HOUSE, 835 College Ave ..
SLATER HOUSE, 802 E. Wayne Ave.
STEVENS house, 543 E. university StStevenson hall, 415 E. Wayne Ave.
TROYER HOUSE, 822 Beall Ave.
WAGNER HALL, 585 E. Wayne Ave
WESTMINSTER HOUSE. 904 Beall Ave.
va
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their dormitory is located: Zone 1-- E,
Westminster Church House;
Zone 2--C. St Mary's School (park-
ing lot entrance); Zone 2-- D, Wayne
County National Bank (Bowman
Street branch); Zone 2--E, Wayne
County National Bank (Cleveland-Bea- ll
branch); Zone 4--A, Lightning
Bod Mutual (1685 ClevelandRoad);
Zone 4--E, Wooster High School(north rear door).
Those students who wish to up-
date their registration for future
elections may go to the Wayne
County Board of Elections, 428
West Liberty Street in Wooster.
J4--A fiL:.U
Ward h Precinctf lli 4--E4-- E
.2--D
1--E
J--E
...1-- E
...2-- D
...1-- E
...2-- E
-.1- -E
...4--E
.2--C
1-- E
.2-- E
,.-
- 4--E
1-- E
.1-- E
i JC"
....... E
1-- E
1-- E
.1-- E
.2--E
..2-- C
.4--E
.2--D
1-- E
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Gay Rights
Opinion
Continued froxa Pass 5
ing gay and lesbian rights is anti-Christia- n.
There are at least two
flaws in this argument The first is
the arrogant assumption that Chris-
tianity should be the gauge by
which our country determines its
policies. This belief, by its very
nature, encourages anti-Semitis- m,
patriarchal dominance and gives
way to the attitude of Christian
superiority which is dangerous to
the concept of equality as outlined
in the Constitution of the United
States. The second is the false
assumption that "efforts for the
social advancement of gay (and
lesbian) rights are anti-Christia- n.'
There were those who used Chris
tianity in the same way to defend
slavery, regardless of Mr. Spence's
claim that "efforts to advance the
condition of blacks are moral and
Christian in their very context"
What he and others continue to
ignore is that one of the primary
teachings of Jesus was love and
acceptance, not that of discrimina
tion, regardless of pietistical pres
sures from the so-call- ed religious
community of that day.
Recognizing this fact most of
today's major denominations and
theologians are not as quick to
Sige the Christian response tomosexuality as Mr. Spence ap-
pears to be.
Furthermore, a primary reason
for the strong reaction against the
editorial written by Sam Roe
should be noted. Last year at the
dance sponsored by the Kent Gay
Lesbian Foundation (KGLF) two
men. one an ROTC student and the
other a former ROTC student tear
gassed the event With knowledge
of last year's happenings, it is
understandable that the KGLF and
Kent State administrators were
sensitive to the slanderous lan-
guage of Mr. Roe's editorial and
the effect that' similar sentiments
might have on the Oct 28 KGLF
dance.
It is our hope that this letter will
make people, more sensitive to the
discrimination facing gays and les-
bians at Kent and --throughout the
country. If you want further infor-
mation or have any questions, feel
free to come to the GayLesbian
support group which meets every
Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the Faculty
Lounge.
usa Bove anacauy xnomas
Co-coordinat- ors of
Wooster GayLesbian
Support Group
OICEYlS ALIGNMENT
646 Spryo ' WMW. ...
WHEEL, AUGNMENJ
frwSMAYafroo48rcuutTr- - ..
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2S2-53- S3 252-22- 31
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TflXCK OR TRCAT...
CBIKSSS RESTAURANT
tisv::5Es:cAaiCK:sESELurci:ECxs.c:xxRS
AI3 CJUTTCSESE FASILY C'XSEH TO TAKC OUT!
eft TUL COL TIUTL 1129 AM t9 Wl FRL SIT. 1 1& AN M 10 PH --SUSSATimPBlliliarW C18SC0 K880AY
UK M
- VISA
514 East Ubarty SHmI
262-29-58
CARRY OUT
MASTEACHARGE
Wc7-l- r. Ohio I
-
- Tt ' f ?
"HEY SCOTS FOOTBALL TEAM,
If you win Saturday
Splro will give 5 large ptzzasl
MATSOS FAMILY RESTAURANT
154 West Liberty Street V
- Wooster, Ohio. M691 V 7' " - '
: ; - (216) 264-880- 0; v
; . HOURS . ; :;,v.V
Sunday ; Noon 1 1 :00 p.m".
MonThurs. 11 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Fri.&Sat. 11 a.rn. - midnight
CO.W. Studant Special:
Extra targe pizza receive $1.50 off
Reg. large pizza receive I1.C9 off
Medium size pizza receive 75t off
Small pizza receive 52C off
With the purchase of any four pizzas
receive a fifth pizza free from Splro.
Ptfel
Betas Host
Haunted House
For Children
BY SUSAN R. JONES
The lounges of Armington Ball
will take on a new and eerie
appearance this Friday night, Oct
29 from 7 to 9 as ghosts, vampires,
mad scientists, skeletons and mum-
mies lurk around every corner.
These ghoulish creatures, along
with other special effects, are all
art of a Beta-sponsor- ed hauntedEoose for Wooster elementary
school children.
According to Beta President Bill
Levisay, funding for the project by
The Student Government Associa-
tion allowed them to purchase the
needed candy, props, makeup and
costumes. He noted that the project
allows the section members as well
as the other participating college
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Pumpkins, spooks, and spiked
punches are the fare of this week-
end as Wooster students prepare
for Halloween weekend. Photo by
Sara Rockwell.
students to become involved with
the community.
Because the elementary schools
would not endorse this projectr as
they had in past years, organiza-
tion and publicity for this year's
haunted house was done via signs
in local grocery stores which invite
children to come along with their
parents.
The increased number of kidnap
pings in Wayne County seems to be
the cause for the lack of support
from area schools for this night-
time activity.
Levisay reported that they are
expecting about 100 children, based
on responses in past years. The
haunted house is designed to allow
children to trick-or-trea- t, collect
candr, dress up, and be haunted in
a safe environment where all they
need to worry about is having fun.
Students Get Higher Test Scores
IOWA CITY. IA (CPS) Stu-
dents who attended larger high
schools and took more basic math,
science and English courses got
higher scores on their college en-
trance exams, a recent University
of Iowa study shows.
The study showed that average
ACT (American College Testing
Assessment) scores rose in direct
relation to the siie of the student's
graduating glass.
"Basically, we found that size
does make a difference," says
George Chambers, Iowa Humani-
ties Department chairman and the
study's supervisor.
"But we see it as being more a
function of the diversified curricu-
lum that larger schools offer, not
necessarily the quality of the teach-
ing." he adds.
"Test scores." he found, "in-
crease in direct proportion to the
number of courses they take in
traditional academic subjects such
as math and science."
College admission test scores na
tionwide improved slightly lastyear. Average ACT scores for lastyear's freshman class rose for the
second consecutive year, and SAT(Scholastic Aptitude Test) scores
held steady for the first time in 17
years.
Dept. of Education Secretary
Terrel BelL in his annual Back to
School report issued last week, saw
the score changes as a beginning of
an upward trend, attributing it to
the setting of "rigorous standards
for promotion and graduation" at
thejjrimary and secondary school
Since the decline began, observ-
ers have tried to explain scores as
functions of everything from in-
come levels of the student to feder-
al financial aid funding. -
Chambers' Iowa study implicates
school size in score averages, but
Chambers' "guess is that size
makes a difference only because
the breadth of the curriculum is
kurlH at liMtr ashwl
"I do think the study results
clearly indicate that students who
decide to go on to college should be
counseled into taking more basic,
traditional eourses."
-- The 6,000 students he surveyed
generally felt their high school
counselors were lax in giving them
advice that would help them in
their college and career plans, the
survey says.
Even attending a larger high
school, despite its mare extensive
curriculum, can have Its disadvan-
tages.
"You have 1,300 or 1,400 kids in a
school, and they have to have a
generic way of processing all of
them no matter who you are or
what you do," one student com-
mented on the survey. "They don't
push you to excel. They don't push
you to do poorly. But lust stay
normal. Take your normal classes.jo to i normal college. Nothing
.ess, nothing more."
'Aluminum' T.P. Sores Students
STILLWATER. OK (CPS) --
Oklahoma State University stu-
dents are complaining in large
numbers about the quality of toilet
Eaper the university put in campusathrooms this falL
"It feels more like aluminum
foil," grouses K.C. Moon, editor of
the Daily O 'Collegian, the student
paper that broke the story. "It
actually makes noise when you
crumple it"Others have described the paper
as feeling like wax paper. "I
wouldn't squeeze this stuff," sopho-
more Betsy Cutright told the paper.
"I might break my nails on it"
Dorm operations administrator
Dave Stoddart says he's received
complaints about the toilet paper
from "every dorm on campus. I
don't knew the exact number of
complaints, but there have been
enough to make us aware of the
problem."
The university changed brands,
to a paper produced by the Fort
Howard Paper Co., this fall after
following a competitive bidding
procedure.
It was bought "on a bid basis,"
explains Dick Williams, director of
Student Services maintenance. "If
it meets the specifications and is
the lowest bid price, we're obligat-
ed to buy tt."
Because of the complaints, OSU
Purchasing Director Ted Stein-cam- p
has "had some conversa-
tions" with Fort Howard about
replacing or exchanging the paper,
according to Williams.
Steineamp and Fort Howard
couldn't be reached for comment
by press time.
OSU bought 1S.0OO rolls of the
stuff, Williams reports. The supply
is expected to last "anywhere from
a quarter to a third of a year."
OSU students are filling the time
by complaining. "People think we
walk this way because we're all
cowboys." Moon says. "That's not
the case. It's the toilet paper."
"This is one issue that's cot a lot
of people chapped," he adds.
Ethnics Oppose College Breaks
WASHINGTON. D.C. (CPS) A
majority of ethnic voters would
oppose candidates who want to cut
financial aid to middle-- and upper-inco- me
students, and frowns upon
Siving minority and female stol-
ents preference in college admis-
sions.
The Free Congress Research and
Education Foundation surveyed
five ethnic groups Irish, Polish,
Italian, Jewish and Hispanic on
a wide variety of political issues,
including higher education ques
tions, iOnly 17 percent of all the respon
dents said women and minority
students should be given "better
treatment" than other applicants in
college admissions procedures.
Forty-seve- n percent of those sur
veyed said they'd vote against a
candidate who wanted to cut stu-
dent aid further this fall. Thirty-on- e
Do you have any questions about
the photo equipment you brought
from home?
SkpJritny timt and get mums tt
SNYDER CAMERA
SHOP
1821 Cleveland Road,
across from the hospital
percent said they'd favor the candi- -
date. i
"Affirmative action" in college!
admissions "has become a relative-
ly low-priori- ty issue" among ethnic
voters, survey authors Eric Iicht,
Frank Newport and Stuart Rothen-ber- g
concluded in the written sum-
mary of their findings.
;
CLASSIFIEDS I
MAXWELL'S STEAK HOUSE:
Pine, grain fed beef New York
Strip, $5.95, House Specialty. Free,
cake with Birthday dinner. One,
mile from Buckeye Mart, located I
on Rt. 3 North. Telephone: 345-831- 1.
HELEN'S HOUSE OF TUR-- ;
QUOISE: 50 percent sale on alii
sterling and turquoise. Ramada Inn'.
building on Liberty. Buying and.
selling gold and silver Fridays and
Saturdays. Open dally 10--4. Tele--
phone: 263-047- 7.
VOICE CLASSIFIEDS. Cash In ad
vance $2 for 25 words or less, 10
cents for each additional word.
Submit by Tuesday at 5 p.m. to The
Wooster Voice, or call the advertis
ing, department (216-263-200-0) Ext.
2759.
PLAN NOW for your future college
financing. For Information write:
COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP
SEARCH DEPT. W, 7674 COOLEY
RD., RAVENNA, OHIO 44264.
CITY NEWS
On the Square, south cf the traffic sisual
The store that has everything
Tobaccos, imported and domestic;
Hm&es; Neraapgrs; Novelty Itsas; Gifts; Gases; Etc
i eeo iiau avsmu'
woostcn. Ohio es i
Winter Hours
' Kssiif - Thsndsy ft oxl11 jua.
m.
fdisf, Utirizy ft axu--M pxu
Scnisy 7 a.n.41 pjx
Ora'araa' ItM;
Si5t;
xMnd Wlj
' felt and fiM;
-- ttMamflfelt;
IfclS and IfeM;
lfctt and 1HM
Ma aWvarfM aftar If15
141 N. Bever St. Carry-Ou- t
SiM
ItJlt
139
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Life In The Heavenly City
Misgoings and Misgivings
A Sweetest Day poll has shown
campus are married, sell candy ft
give money. I don't know about
(this,Here
boys!
are the headlines:
Campus-wid- e insurgence of anti-sorori- ty
sentiment culminated at
the Greek all Campus party with
the virtuous execution of the Go
.Go's poster.
Rumor has it that tne z catnouc
;enigmas are about to flunk out of
school: I.S. doesn't work and Latin
'doesn't translate, but never mind.
.Love conquers ail and it's none of
'your business anyway.
I The Surgeon General has deter-jmine- d
that rugby is a social dis-lea- se
and we can only hope that no
pnore girls get the clap.
I In related incidents a section
'member urinates after six weeks of
holding back and Ichy's D.J.'s are-battere- d
by demonic intruder in the
Heaveniy city over an unfulfilled
THE
request Hail to BE A the next
middle weight .champion of the
world.
Galpin has expanded office space
into Horn's Truck Stop. File cabi-
nets have been ordered.
The editor of the Voice has been
placed on "Double Secret Whammy
Probation" by the Abbot of Galpin.
Presidential commendation was
received by the security office for
the valor exhibited by the on duty
officer for restoring peace to the
heavenly city over the weekend.
Who the heck is Steven Willough-b- y
and who wants his autograph
anyway.
Tremors have been felt and a
major quake is expected soon ept-center- ed
in either the northwest or
southwest corner of the campus
over an acutely myopic viewpoint
on intrapersonal relationships.
Reverberations stick together but
still can't count higher than 3.
Butter Ball Vapid Brain: Two
HERO
HOUSE
Tuesday nl;ht EXO's dallvary schadulax
262-816- 6
Salads of Heroic Proportions
2600 Cleveland Rd.
FREE
DELIVERY!
HJeHvcsr Kociffo
Mon.-Thurs.-5:- 00 PM - 10:30 PM
Fri. -- Sat. - 5:00 PM -- 12:30 PM
Got $l.C3 off ;
any order of Diorio's special smoked,
.
bcr-b-q'c- d spero ribs.
IxpkM 11fVtZ. Offar valid wrftfcVOK!
m
of Woo's whitest whites frequent
gas stations after midnight My
God! What would their mummies
say?
Rumor has it that R.R. is on his
way.
Exclusive:
A senior auto executive wasjailed for a minor traffic infraction
in Ashland while en route to COW.
Tip: Stay the heck out of ASH-
LAND!
Questions and Ifessages
Sorry Yonko, your nose was just
too big to fit on the front page ...
Grandpa, We love you very
much, but one hotdog is a little bit
skimpy and your nephew's ties are
too wide.
3 blind mice
3 blind mice
2 rem tin, yes
2 rem tin
Nevertheless, --
All 3 are rain.
Question: Is our favorite uncle
preppy, or does he wear polyester
boxers. .
Q. What is black, blue, black,
blue, black, blue?
A. A bavarian rolling over. Get
well soon Jolm
Dateline ... Saturday, Lowry Cen-
ter: Silence or MUZAK, no study
rooms allowed, perspectives every-
where, no room to sit, we're so glad
that our trust is in your hands.
a
C
U S. Department of Energy
Flair Travel
Consultants
346 C Covresn Ct.
--
; , rrceslcr -- .
fcer Ycsr Ccnvcnhncc
Jmf Off Tha Collaga Caat
Tfcaaksanrfea to cowing
CALL
204-650- 5
Nafis Sadik, undersecretary, gen-
eral of the United Nations Fund for
Population Activities, will visit the
College of Wooster Nov. 3.
Sadik, who will speak on "The
State of the World Population
1982," is responsible for population
assistance programs to 13 coun-
tries totalling some $165 million.
She will lecture in Mateer Audito-
rium at 10 a.m. and hold a press
conference at 2 p.m. in Lowry
Center. -
A native of Pakistan, Sadik was
educated in Calcutta, Karachi and
the United States. She is on the
governing council of the Interna-
tional Union for the Scientistic
OMo Trawl Aotjfit
.
aVCTaVaai
tTn-o- s.
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The Zivili Dancers, whose appearance on campus Wednesday was
sponsored by the Student Activities Board and Cultural Events
Committee, performed various Yugoslavian folk dances at convoca-
tion. Photo by Mike Veloff.
Nafis Sadik To Speak
On World Population
stndT of Fonumion. a memoer ox
the Association of Pakistani Physi-
cians in the United States, and a
member of the Population Advisory
Panel of the United States Con-
gress. She also serves on the Advis-
ory Committee of "International
Family Planning Perspectives,' a
ntihltoatinn nf th Alan fJnttmarhpr
Institute, and on the Advisory Com-
mittee on Population Sciences of
the Rockefeller Foundation.
saaix received tne uogn sioore
Award in 1976 in recognition of her
leadership in the family planning
field as well as for her leadership
t ii i. mi jin encouraging outer women to una
careers in the population field.
r1 jta L
peasants In our Carriage
Hallowaaa Calibration
Alox Coven Charllo VIcncr
Friday, Octobar 2f Saturday, October M
p.m. - 12 pm. t p.m. -- 1 m.
Cos
Carriaga Cardans Happy Hour
tromfett-fc- tt
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Williams Speaks
In Lowry Pit
BY RODNEY McCALISTER
Last Friday afternoon James R.
Williams, candidate for Judge in
the 9th District Court of Appeals
addressed an audience at a pit
stop.
Former U.S. attorney Williams
was appointed by Jimmy Carter to
become one of M United States
attorneys in the nation. He was the
chief defender of Uncle Sam's in-
terests in the Northern District of
Ohio.
Williams was the unanimous
choice of Democratic leaders from
the four counties in the 9th District
Summit, Medina, Wayne and
Lorain to replace 9th District
Court of Appeals Judge William H.
Victor on the November ballot.
Williams said at the Pit Friday
that Democratic leaders asked him
to run for the post after Judge
Victor withdrew from the race for
personal reasons.
Williams, a former Akron coun-
cilman and city administrator will
face Republican Joyce George, an
Akron municipal judge, in the Nov.
2 election.
At the pit stop Williams empha-
sized a need for fairness in the
courts. When asked about the death
penalty, Williams said, "Experi-
ence says it would be a justifiable
punishment if someone knows ex-
actly what they were doing in the
case of murder."
"It is reasonable to have death,"
Williams continued, "as a compa-
rable punishment." However, Wil-
liams added, "Those who have
generally been executed have been
blacks and poor. That," he said,
"is not justice." "
Also, Williams thought a lot can
be said for rehabilitation programs.
He believes public opinion influ-
ences rehabilitation for most law
breakers who have been unsuccess-
ful and therefore should not be
tried.
However, Williams said, "there
have been many cases where it has
worked." To abandon ship is not
the answer.
Williams thinks that an answer to
remedy so much crime is that
efforts must be focused toward
strengthening the family. He be-
lieves that many homes lack
"enough discipline. Young people
seek and need direction," Williams
said.
y CO"
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HELP WANTED
Studont applications aro now
boing occoptod for waiters ana1
waltroosos for full mod port-tlm- o
positions by Tho OMo Jaol Inn
osfaurant.
Applicant must bo 21.
Apply In parson batwaan 9-- 11
.m. and 2-- 4 p.m. Monday through
Friday.
FOR SALE
Spinet-Consol- e Piano Bargain
. Wanted: Responsible party to
take over low monthly payments on
spinet piano. Can be seen locally.
Write Credit Manager: P.O. Box
537, Shelbyvllle, IN 44176.
fKLUAY. octo
Colleges May Be Held
Liable For Hazing Acts
(CPS) A court decision and a
new lawsuit may make fraternities,
sororities and even colleges them-
selves liable for members' hazing
injuries and deaths.
Until a Virginia court decision
earlier this fall, only individuals
had been held liable for hazing
indicents.
Now a University of Dele ware
student has sued his fraternity and
the university for injuries he suf-
fered during Sigma Phi Epsilon
initiation rites two years ago.
The two phenomena, some feel,
may force college administrators to
regulate more closely the activities
of area fraternities and sororities.
In Virginia, a court was held the
Phi Kappa Sigma house at the
University of Virginia liable for
$125,000 in damages. A fraternity
member bad hit a pledge in the
head with a beer can.
At Delaware, a student two
weeks ago sued the university and
Sigma Phi Epsilon for damages
associated with injuries he received
during a "Hell Night" ritual in
1980.
At that time, one brother poured
lye-bas- ed cleaner on the pledge,
causing second and thirdndegree
burns on his head, face, chest and
back.
"I don't know of any universities
that have been convicted of partial
responsibility in a hazing incident,"
notes Mary Kennard of the Nation-
al Association of College and Uni-
versity attorneys, "but such a case
could always come along."
Administrators say that a finding
against a school may force them to
restrict fraternity parties and to
force houses associated with the
schools to show proof of insurance.
Until recently, the most severe
punishments for hazing activities
were campus suspensions.
But California, New York and
Wisconsin have passed anti-hazi- ng
laws which make jail sentences and
fines automatic for fraternity mem-
bers convicted of hazing pledges.
A group called the Committee to
Halt Useless College Killings,
founded by the parent of a student
killed in a 1978 hazing incident, is
lobbying for anti-hazin- g legislation
in Congress.
JJatdi JjKntnj
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"I don't think fraternity hazing is
actually on the increase," observes
Jonathan Brant, executive director
of the National Interfraternity Con-
ference, "but a lot more people are
talking about it, and concerned
with eliminating it"
Brant, who stresses hazing is
strictly forbidden by all national
houses,, says fraternities are
"working on ways to prevent haz-
ing before we have to decide who
was responsible."
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Lisbstr Covarag Company
2217 Bolivar Road, S.W.
Canton OMo 447M
Thank You Food Service
For The Delightful
Halloween Dinner
The Kittredge Connection
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Kathy Marshal, Linda Faynter, Marty Karcfr, and Molly Rodman mate an effort to prevent the ball from
going into to Wooster net at Wednesday! Arid hockey action aiainat Ohio State. Wooster damped O.S.U.
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Soccer Teams
Men's Soccer
BYDON SANDFORD
The Wooster Flgnting Scott
turned on the firepower on their
front line and whipped both the
Baldwin-Wallac- e Yellow Jackets
and the ML Union Purple Raiders
.his week.
The Yellow Jackets were never
really In the game as the "Mauser
Connection," dormant in the past
few matches, sprang to life, it wasyounger brother Tom feeding to
George that set up Wooster's first
goal. Further into the nan, a Steve
Goodwin corner kick found the
head of George Mauser and he
scored again. The Scot's front line
continued to pepper away at the
Yellow Jackets keeper and at the
end of the half, they had taken 14
shots, ten more than the Yellow
Jackets.
The second naif was more of the
same, the Scots controlling the ball
and taking shots. Dave Curnane,
who has not played the first half,
took a powerful shot from far
outside and as it ricocheted off of
the cross bar, freshman Andy
Douglas trapped it and scored his
first for the year. Later in the half,
it was Douglaa again. This time, he
took a corner kick that Doug Hart
drilled home with his left foot. Tom
Mauser also had a goal to complete
the romp for Wooster.
Wooster had 22 shots in the
game, compared to 9 for Baldwin
Wallace, as well as 9 corner kicks
where the Yellow Jackets Jud only
2. The overpowering Wooster of-
fense was the key to the game, and
the 5 goals prove it
The Scots reasserted their powei
this Wednesday by whipping. OAC
rival ML Union in conference play. ,
All of the scoring was done in a
IS minute time span and all of it by
Wooster. - ".
Seven minutes into the game,
Doug Hart 'crossed from the left
side to Agapitos Papagapitbs who
sent one over the head 'of the
Purple Raiders goalie. Seven min-
utes later, it was George Mauser
stealing the ball from one defender,
dribbling through a second one, and
then, booting it,ijj$Q the, tfgM corner ,
On The Move
of the net for Wooster' second
scorn.
Not much later. Sophomore Kev-
in Murray found himself with room
to move and after, advancing the
ball upfield, fed to George Mauser
for his second goal of the day. By
the time the half had ended, the
Scots had fired off 19 shots and
forced five saves. The Purple Raid-
ers had only had six shots.
. The Scots did not fare as wen the
second half and were only able to
get off 6 shots to the Purple Raid--,
ers 7. The game was already out of
reach, and Coach Nye sent in a
wave of second string, who per-
formed as well as the regulars. The
final score, Wooster 3, ML Union 0.
The Scots are now 4-- 1 in conference
action and a win this Saturday over
Heidelberg would make them the
top team in the OAC North. The
Mt. Union coach believes they
would deserve this position. "They
are very versatile with what they
can do with the ball." he said after
the game. "They should have no
trouble with Heidelberg."
Women's Soccer
The Women's Soccer Club, a
team financed largely through stu-
dent contribution, was able to raise
enough -- money to attend the Ohio
State University Soccer Tourna-
ment. Denison was the only other
OAC team present, and most
schools were Division L.
The Scotties first game was an
early morning match up with Mich
igan State. A layer of frost coating
the field at game time caused a
good . deal of turnovers in what
ended as a losing bid for the team.
The only Wooster goal was netted
by the team's leading scorer,
Freshman Betty Title and was
assisted by - Sophomore Rosalind
Waskow. Michigan State managed
to get three goals off of an impres-
sive Carolyn Kuder and they took
the match, 3--1.
Four and a half hours later, the
team was back on the field to face
Miami University.. Betty Title
scored a goal during regulation
time, as did the opponents, and the
game went into a sudden death
Continued on Page 12
Wooster
BY TIMOTHY E. SPENCE
A strong Wooster defense was
sparked last weekend against fifth
ranked (Division HI) Mount Union
which produced a low scoring
but the seventh straight loss!;ame,or the Fighting Scots.
Fallina 6--3 in a came in which
the only scoring came from thej
foot, the scots were aDie to prove)
that their defensive is something to
be reckoned with.
The same cannot be said for thej
offense. Six balls were given away
to the Raiders .during last week's)
came, a problem which has been)
growing in consistency in the last
few weeks. '
in the first seven plays of thegame Wooster turned the ball over
three times, though a feable Mount
Union kicking squad was unable to
capitalize on the mistakes for three
points in each of three tries.
But Wooster's defense could not
be kept at bay. Massing at their
end of the breeze swept Wooster
field, a strong autumn cnfll pene-
trating the air. the Scots wall oi
black Jerseys held Mount inside the
five two umes during ue game, j
Mount could make it to the board
only two times during the gameJ
once just before me nan. Mount s
Rich Gershom recovered a fumble
from Wooster. and attempted to
drive, into the end zone. The Raid- -
on ronld make it only to Wooster's
11, and were forced to take a field
goal. I
The me'i winning boot came in
the third quarter when Mount Un
ion's Gershom kicked a 24 yarn
field goal, giving the Raiders a 8--3
victory.
Wooster's coal the first of the
game, came in.. the. first . period
Cross Country Teams
See Good
'"BY ERIC C. LAPP
"We went out, and asserted our-
selves," articulated Coach Craig
Penny of the women's cross-count- ry
team when asked about .last
Thursday's race against awesome
Ashland. Two other schools entered
Thursday's race, but proved less fit
to challenge the powerhouses of
Ashland and Wooster. Alane Keif-f- er
of Ashland set a new course
record with a smashing time of 17
minutes and 39 seconds for three
miles. She led her talented team to
victory Over the Fighting Scots, 18--
48.
Coach Penny considers Ashland
the "best competiton to date" and
praises our women's team for their
.lib aMa 1ttAAa
Guzman led her teammates with a
speedy time of 19 minutes and 39
seconds, otber fine performances
included lis Moran (19:58), Mandy
Burr (20:15), Amy Smith (20:22).
Amy Cilimburg (20:35). Beverly
Roberts (20:43), and Peggy Elder(2l:l6).
Falls To
when freshman Doug Grosel kicked Tomorrow, Wooster travels to
the pigskin for 39 yards. New Concord to take on Muskin
gum College.
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Junior running back Dave Jones
Union man at last Saturday's grid
lost the game 6--3, placing them
Rodger A. Pelagalli. ;
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Times :
The men's cross-countr- y team
had a fine time running last Satur-
day against ML Union. Otterbein.
Marietta, and Wittenburg. The race
was held in a beautifully wooded
park ideally located outside Wes--
tcrvm- - Ohin th hnm nf nttmr.
bein College. As though thousands
of moles had burrowed beneath the.
park to uplift mounds of soil, the
extremely bumpy running surface
at this plush, but rigorous course,
challenged the runners' skills.
Although losing the race with a
score of 153, the men's team re-
fused to succumb to the evils of
mediocrity. The fighting Scots
fought to maintain their low times
and succeeded. Arriving in first
place for the Wooster team was BiU
Jackson with a fabulous time of 27
minutes and 53 seconds. Jackson
was followed by the dashinc oulntet
who dazzled the populous with their
g'ace, Al Jacobsen (29:13), Kenodlewski (29:51), Doug Kier(30:15). Earle Wise (31:11), andDeryck Livingston (31:30). . .
Mouimtt
(22) attempts to elude a Mount
competition in Wooster. The Scots
0--7 overall this season. Photo by
; FC3-- " '
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Art projects, part of Woosters Sculpture Outdoors Symposium, add novelty to the campus. Pictured above
is Nancy Bless' "Home for a Nuclear FamOy." Pbo by m trt
Racist Editorial Prompts
Worries About SAT Scores
ALBUQUERQUE, NM (CPS)
A week after the College Board
nervously released minority stu-
dent scores on the Scholastic Apti-
tude Test (SAT), an editorial about
the scores in the University of New
Mexico Daily Lobo has inflamed
campus racial tensions, sparked a
sit-i-n at the newspaper office,
brought on the resignation of one
editor, and may cost another herjob.
The editorial, which appeared in
the October 13th edition, was called
"Discrimination Is Sometimes De-
sirable." and went on to say that
the high school class of lMl's SAT
scores "proved what everyone
knew all along: minorities are aca-
demically inferior to whites."
The day after the editorial ap-
peared, a dozen campus groups
began a sit-i- n at the Lobo offices,
pledging to stay until news editor
and editorial writer Mark Balzak
and editor Marcy McKinley re-
signed.
Balzak resigned soon after the
sit-i- n began, and the Student Publi-
cations Board temporarily suspend-
ed McKinley until she readied her
defense.
The week before the College
Board, which administers the SATs
and other standardized tests, re
MADf TOOtCGt
CHEESE K9fEtOM SAUSAGf
MUSHROOM ANCHOVES
rBTOS0M0NS
A1SO - IMAKS) RZZA TO GO
leased scores arranged "by ethnic
group" for the first time.
"There's been an honest contro-
versy on the board for the 10 years
we've collected the information
about whether to release it to the
public," says College Board spokes-
man Fred Moreno.
In a preface to the report. Board
President George Hanford warned
the statistics "lend themselves to
misinterpretation."
"We know that any data can be
used irresponsibly." Moreno adds.
The report showed that the white
college-boun- d high school seniors of
1981 got higher scores than most
other ethnic groups. AsianPacific
American students got the highest
math scores.
Black students scored lower than
the other six racial and ethnic
groups.
The data showed scores closely
tied to parents' Income level and
educational level. In general, the
poorer the student's family, the
worse he or she scores.
Perhaps in anticipation of a polit-
ical reaction to the release of the
scores, the College Board followed
the report up with a press release
showing how dramatically black
students' scores have gone up since
1971, and how significantly that rise
"THI PtZZA WITH THE BIG
' ScCSST"
2G2-71- 36
2G3-01- 90
contributed to the overall increase
in SAT average scores in 1981.
"We felt it was important to point
out that, for example, black stu-
dents' rate of score improvement is
much higher than white students'."
Moreno says.
The board ultimately decided to
release the data because "of the
number of requests (for the infor-
mation) we get from researchers."
because "of the charges of secrecy
often leveled at the College Board."
and because the data "reinforce
the board's position that, in order
to increase access to education,
this country's going to have to do
something about making up the
deficit in the educational experi-
ences of minority students."
The risk of "someone misusing
the data and someone always
will was outweighed by the
gains," he says, noting New Mexi-
co's case was the only one he knew
of.
At New Mexico, the editorial
"succeeded in offending everybody
across the board," says University
News Bureau Manager Janis Ni-
chols.
Nichols attributes the editorial to
a "lapse of common intelligence"
by writer Blazak and "mismanage-
ment and incompetence" by editor
McKinley, who had no journalistic
experience before being named
Lobo editor last spring.
"The very fact she didn't see the
editorial before it was published is
proof of incompetence," Nichols
asserts.
Scot Soccer
Up To Par
Continued from Page 11
overtime.
: After eight minutes without a
tally for either team. Title took a
direct kick that rocked the nets and
gave Wooster its first tournament
victory.
The final game was against The
University of Michign and by that
time the Scotties were exhausted.
Though Michigan won 8--0, the worn-'e- n
of Woo did not think that Mkhi--
J;an was that good a team. Theyeel that they would have done
much better had they not already
played two games that day.
Merits Of Campus Council
Dissolution Are Examined
Continued from Page 1
ben, one faculty member, and one
administrative member. The object
of doing this was, according to
Council member Libby Blade, to
gain more input in the process.
As Black stated at the Campus
Council meeting on Oct. 27, "We
are doing this in the interest of
students, and if there was the
possibility that we would lose by
this, we wouldn't do it."
Tom Van Cleef. the only student
member to oppose the motion, felt
that the students have a lot at stake
here. According to him,, it is possi-
ble that President Copeland may be
able to pass part of it and veto part
of it for example, the section
allowing the present Campus Coun-
cil to decide on how the policy-
making power will be redelegated
to the students. Black, however,
says that President Copeland as-
sured her that any decision would
be full veto or full passage.
The Pit Stop itself involved much
discussion over the issue, most of
the discussion being directed
against the motion. Several stu-
dents showed a distinct fear of
their voice being lost in the trans-
fer of power. Students were as-
sured by the members that if there
is any chance that there will be a
loss of student influence, they will
prevent it if at all possible.
They maintained complete confi-
dence in the role of the student with
regard to polky decisions, regard-
less of what the outcome (veto or
passage by Dr. Copeland). The
general feeling among the studentsi favor of dissolution was that they
had made a significant stride to-
wards greater student roles in the
decision-makin- g process. As one
member said, if President Cope
land passes it, then they are on
their way to a more effective way
to ret their, views across. If he
vetoes it, then they will have at
least made their point that they
feel that they have no real influ-
ence anymore.
At the Council meeting on
Wednesday, the question was
raised as to whether this motion
constituted an amendment to their
charter, and, if so, whether a two- -
thirds majority vote would be re-
quired as opposed to a simple
majority. The meeting was called
short by " Dean Ptusquellee, who
said that tt would be better if they
were to table the measure until the
next meeting (next Wednesday) so
that the students win have a
chance to confer with the student
body more closely and be able to
present their concerns, specifically
the ones that led up to the adoption
of this measure.
Several complaints were raised
by the students in attendance, as
wen as by some of the faculty and
administrative members in that the
move was too sudden and that
there had not been a chance to
discuss their grievances before the
Council as a whole. .This was an
swered with the statement that if it
had, nothing would come of it and
that the only way to generate
student interest and activity was
through action (as an example of
the suddenness of the motion. Dean
Plusquellec didn't even know what
was going to happen until tne
Tuesday before the vote).
Overall, the administrative and
faculty members all of whom
voted against the measure- - felt
that the students eouia oe tarmg a
dangerous move. Nonetheless, as
Plusquellec said, "The. important
thing right now is to find out what
the concerns are that led up to
this."
Unless, and Until
Not since Eden
Has there been life on earth
Without death
Not since Adam split an apple with a friend
Has the rhythm
Of hope and life and death and hope
A precious boon salvaged from paradise-B- een
threatened.
Only since August sixty-fiv- e
When Adam's napless kin
Split an atom and shared its awful fruit
With friends and foes
Did they make Instantly
Finite
The infinite heart throb
Of a living planet
No longer season there is for everything
And time for every purpose under heaven
No longer may we know the grace
To move with this consoling rhythm
No longer can we dream
The indefatigable dream of
Embracing this season and that
And then letting them go...
Our past, meticulously recorded, and
Our alTrilffi present
Live out a bomb created doom
Inescapable
For futureless people, "
Who barter the elusive ecstasy of hope
For the certain security of death. :- -
RJ. Moore
